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ABSTRACT
NICMOS observations of the complex gravitational lens system B1933+503 reveal
infrared counterparts to two of the inverted spectrum radio images. The infrared
images have arc-like structures. The corresponding radio images are also detected in
a VLBA map made at 1.7-GHz with a resolution of 6 mas. We fail to detect two of
the four inverted radio spectrum components with the VLBA even though they are
clearly visible in a MERLIN map at the same frequency at a different epoch. The
absence of these two components could be due to rapid variability on a time-scale less
than the time delay, or to broadening of the images during propagation of the radio
waves through the ISM of the lensing galaxy to an extent that they fall below the
surface brightness detectability threshold of the VLBA observations. The failure to
detect the same two images with NICMOS is probably due to extinction in the ISM
of the lensing galaxy.
Key words: gravitational lensing: individual systems: B1933+503 – galaxies: struc-
ture
1 INTRODUCTION
The Cosmic Lens All-Sky Survey (CLASS) is a survey of flat-
spectrum radio sources whose primary purpose is the discov-
ery of new radio-loud gravitational lens systems (Browne
et al. 1997; Myers et al. 1999). A survey of ∼15,000 radio
sources has been made. The discovery of the complex lens
system B1933+503 has been reported by Sykes et al. (1998)
and a discussion of the lens model has been given in Nair
(1998). The radio maps (see Figure 1) show nine compo-
nents, one of which (labelled 2) probably consists of two
blended images. The lens model indicates that the unlensed
radio source has an almost linear, three-component structure
on a scale of 200-250 mas, with an inverted-spectrum com-
ponent in the middle. Two of its components are quadruply
imaged and the third is doubly imaged. Evidence for flux
density variability at a wavelength of 2 cm is reported by
Sykes et al. (1998). The images corresponding to the central
component of the source are compact in MERLIN maps (la-
belled 1, 3, 4 and 6). Sykes et al. (1998) compare MERLIN
and VLA maps and find that the images of the central com-
ponent have inverted radio spectra. The relative flux densi-
ties of these inverted spectrum components appear to have
varied. The other images have steep spectra and some are
extended on the scale of ∼100 mas.
Sykes et al. (1998) also show an HST WFPC2 picture
of the B1933+503 system taken through an I-band filter
(F814W). The lensing galaxy is clearly seen but no coun-
terparts to any of the lensed images are detected down to a
limit of about magnitude 24.2 in I. A redshift of 0.755 has
been measured for the lensing galaxy (Sykes et al. 1998).
The presence of many images means that the lens mass
model is well constrained and the fact that some of the im-
ages are variable means that it should be possible to measure
time delays and hence determine the Hubble constant. Be-
cause this is such a promising system we have embarked on
a systematic programme to obtain observational constraints
for the mass model. In this paper we present HST NICMOS
H-band observations that reveal for the first time infrared
counterparts to two of the radio images. We also present a
high resolution VLBA 1.7-GHz map which shows even more
complex radio structure than has been seen before. We dis-
cuss reasons why the flux density ratios of the images are
very different when measured with NICMOS and the VLBA
to those measured with MERLIN and the VLA.
2 NICMOS OBSERVATIONS
NICMOS observations of B1933+503 were made on October
9, 1997. The NIC1 camera was used providing a pixel scale of
43 mas/pixel. A fit to the point spread function generated
by the TinyTim program (Krist 1997) yields a FWHM of
131 mas for the NICMOS observations. The F160W spectral
filter was used which has a central wavelength of 1.6µm and
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corresponds roughly to H-band. The total integration time
was 10495 seconds.
Both the lensing galaxy and two extended arc-like fea-
tures (hereinafter arcs) were detected. Parameters measured
from the NICMOS picture are listed in Table 1. The arcs cor-
respond exactly in separation and position angle to images
1 and 4 seen in the radio maps (see Figure 1). Moreover, the
best-fit lens model described by Nair (1998) yields a lens cen-
tre (with respect to component 4) at (RA, Dec) 423+9
−5, 270
+7
−5
mas – within ∼15 mas of the observed NICMOS separation
of 417, 282± 10 mas.
Thus there is no doubt that the arcs are gravitational
lens images of the host of the compact radio source. The
fact that arcs rather than point sources are detected indi-
cates that extended starlight dominates any emission from
a compact active nucleus in the lensed object. Remarkably,
no infrared emission is detected from the positions of the
other compact, inverted spectrum, radio components 3 and
6, indicating that the ratios of their flux densities with com-
ponent 1 must be < 0.1. In the VLA and MERLIN radio
maps presented by Sykes et al. (see their Table 2) the 3
to 1 and 6 to 1 ratios are typically ∼0.7; i.e. very different
from those in the infrared. We discuss this discrepancy and
a similar one in the VLBA ratios in Section 4.
3 VLBA 1.7-GHZ OBSERVATIONS
The VLBA 1.7-GHz observations were made on June 25,
1996. Phase referencing was performed by alternately ob-
serving the strong calibrator source B1954+51 and the tar-
get source over the total integration time of 15 hours. One
VLA antenna was included in the array to improve coverage
of the uv plane over short spacings and to increase sensi-
tivity to weak and extended structure. Fringe fitting was
performed using B1954+51 and the residual phase errors
were corrected over the whole data set. The data reduction
was performed in AIPS and mapping was performed using
DIFMAP, part of the Caltech VLBI package (Shepherd et
al. 1994).
The naturally-weighted full-resolution VLBA map is
shown in Figure 1. The resolution of the map is 6 mas and it
has a noise level of 38µJy. A separate map convolved with a
20 mas FWHM beam is also shown. Individual component
flux densities measured from the different maps are listed in
Table 1.
There are several noteworthy results of these observa-
tions: The images 2 and 5 are highly stretched into arc-like
features consistent with the MERLIN map; images of the
inverted spectrum components 1 and 4 are clearly detected
and component 4 has been resolved; there is no sign of the
other inverted spectrum components 3 and 6 even though
they are clearly present in the MERLIN L-band map (Figure
1).
The 5-σ detection limit on components 3 and 6 is
roughly an order of magnitude less than the 2.5 mJy and
2.2 mJy seen in the MERLIN map. In order to search for
some evidence of the missing images a map was constructed
from the VLBA data using only the shortest (0–5Mλ) base-
lines. In this map there were 2-σ hints of components 3 and 6
at the sub-mJy level suggesting perhaps that they are highly
resolved and have structure on the scale of ∼50 mas.
4 DISCUSSION
The B1933+503 system is in many ways a promising one
to use for the determination of the Hubble constant from
time delays because of its reported variability and the mul-
tiple constraints on the mass model. However, the lack of
a redshift for, or even the detection of, the lensed object
has hitherto been a problem. The detection with NICMOS
of infrared emission from the lensed object now gives hope
that a redshift can be obtained. The fact that the NIC-
MOS picture shows extended arcs of emission rather than
point sources suggests that we are detecting the lensed emis-
sion from an intrinsically extended source. This is consistent
with the faintness of the two images. Assuming no extinc-
tion, if the lensed object has the luminosity of an elliptical
L∗ galaxy, we would expect it to have approximately the
observed magnitude of H=22.1 for z <∼ 2 (Poggianti 1997).
Since lensing also magnifies the images by about a magni-
tude the faintness of the objects implies one or more of the
following: the lensed object is sub-L∗, it is z >∼ 2, or it suffers
extinction in the lensing galaxy.
The failure to detect images 3 and 6 in the NICMOS
picture and in the 1.7-GHz VLBA maps (Figure 1) is in-
triguing. For the radio case we consider two possibilities;
either a combination of rapid variability and lens time de-
lay have conspired to move the images below the detection
limit of our VLBA observations, or they are of much lower
surface brightness (e.g. due to scattering) than the other im-
ages and have been resolved out. We find neither explanation
compelling. The latter seems unlikely, firstly because com-
ponents 3 and 6 were detected in September 1995 in 1 mas
resolution, VLBA 5-GHz snapshot observations (Sykes et
al. 1998), (this result was consistent with the expectation
that inverted spectrum radio components should be com-
pact), and secondly, because the weaker, lower magnifica-
tion, images should be more compact than the stronger im-
ages. However, it is possible that the images could be scatter
broadened by passage through the ISM of the lensing galaxy.
This is supported by the hint of a detection of these images
in the highly tapered VLBA 1.7-GHz map, suggesting that
they may have a much larger angular size than the corre-
sponding images 1 and 4. In another lens system, 0218+357,
there is a strong dependence of the image size on frequency
of observation (Patnaik and Porcas 1998) and it is quite
likely that this arises from interstellar scattering in the ISM
of the lensing galaxy (Wilkinson et al. 1998).
We must also consider the variability explanation for
the non-detection of images 3 and 6 in the VLBA map.
There is already evidence of relative variability amongst im-
ages 1, 3, 4 and 6 from VLA 2-cm observations (Sykes et
al. 1998) of a few tens of percent. However, in extragalactic
radio sources, flux density variations at wavelengths around
18 cm are usually less than a few tens of percent and oc-
cur on time-scales of months (Webber et al. 1980). This
lack of variability is also well illustrated by a comparison
of the flux densities of sources in the 1.4-GHz NVSS (Con-
don et al. 1998) and FIRST (Becker et al. 1995) catalogues.
The observations for the catalogues were taken at least six
months apart, but << 1% of sources have flux densities
that differ by > 30%. In order for the explanation to work in
B1933+503 the variability must occur on a timescale shorter
than the time delays. Since the redshift of the lensed object is
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unknown the predicted time delays have some uncertainty.
However, Nair (1998) suggests the delays with respect to
component 1 should be approximately 8 days for compo-
nent 3, 7 days for component 4 and 9 days for component 6.
Thus the timescale of the variability must be shorter than a
few days. The required amplitude of the variability can be
estimated from comparing the flux densities in the MERLIN
18cm map (Figure 1) with the detection limit on the present
VLBA map. Components 3 and 6 need to have decreased in
flux density by nearly an order of magnitude in a couple
of days. We conclude that the explanation, though theoret-
ically possible, requires such extreme variability properties
for B1933+503 as to render it highly unlikely.
It is perhaps significant that the same two images (3
and 6) are also not detected in the NICMOS image. If vari-
ability were the explanation for both the radio and infrared
non-detections, we would have to attribute the fact that
the same two images are missing to coincidence since ra-
dio and optical variability are hardly ever correlated and,
moreover, the NICMOS and VLBA observations are sepa-
rated in time by far longer than the expected time delays.
Rapid variability of the infrared emission also seems phys-
ically implausible given that the images are extended and
are therefore dominated by starlight. It is, therefore, much
more likely that in the infrared images 3 and 6 are weaker
relative to 1 and 4 than they are in the low resolution ra-
dio maps due to infrared extinction. Supporting this view is
the fact that both 3 and 6 lie along the major axis of the
lensing galaxy where one might a priori expect there to be
higher extinction. The amount of extinction required is large
enough (AV ∼10) to suggest that there might also be ionized
gas present along the line of sight, maybe enough to give rise
to sufficient multi-path scattering to cause the images to be
resolved with the VLBA. We note that in B0218+357, the
other lensed system for which there is evidence of scatter
broadening of the radio components, there is also evidence
for large extinction occurring in the lensing galaxy (Xan-
thopoulos et al. 1998). In the case of B0218+357 it is known
that the lens is a spiral galaxy. Perhaps this is also the case
for B1933+503.
5 CONCLUSIONS
The presence of copious extended structure in our VLBA
map means that even more observational constraints are
now available for the lens mass model.
With the current data it is premature to reach a firm
conclusion about why the VLBA and infrared image flux
ratios are so different from the MERLIN and VLA ratios
reported by Sykes et al. (1998). It seems very plausible that
extinction is responsible for the dimming of the images in
the NICMOS image. We also favour the multi-path scatter-
ing explanation for the non-detection of the corresponding
radio images. Clearly a radio map with better surface bright-
ness sensitivity should tell us the answer and we are planning
to make global VLBI observations for this purpose. On the
other hand, if it turns out that variability is the answer,
then B1933+503 is indeed an exciting object for time de-
lay measurement and Hubble constant determination. VLA
monitoring observations are in progress.
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Figure 1. MERLIN, VLBA and NICMOS images of B1933+503. Top left: MERLIN 1.7-GHz map convolved with a 100 mas beam.
Contours are plotted at −2.5, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80% of the peak flux density of 16.6 mJy/beam. The individual components are numbered
1a-8. The map is centred on RA 19 34 30.950 Dec +50 25 23.600 (J2000). Top right: VLBA 1.7-GHz map naturally-weighted map at
full-resolution. Contours are plotted at −1.5, 1.5, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96% of the peak flux density of 11.5 mJy/beam. The noise level in the
map is 38µJy. The map is centred on RA 19 34 30.932 Dec +50 25 23.502 (J2000). Bottom left: The VLBA 1.7-GHz map convolved
with a 20 mas beam. Contours are plotted at −1.5, 1.5, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96% of the peak flux density of 13.1 mJy/beam. The noise level
in the map is 45µJy. Bottom right: NICMOS 1.6µm image showing the lensing galaxy and two of the lensed components. The expected
positions of the other lensed images relative to components 1 and 4 (as measured from the MERLIN 1.7-GHz map) are overlaid on to
the NICMOS figure.
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Table 1. Radio and F160W image flux densities and positions. Flux densities of components in the NICMOS image at 1.6µm are given
in the second column. The total integration time was 10495 seconds. Radio flux densities in various maps are quoted in columns 3, 4
and 5. Typical flux density errors are ±0.4 mJy. Values for the MERLIN observations of October 27, 1995 are taken from Sykes et al.
(1998). Values are quoted for the VLBA observation in maps at the natural resolution of 6 mas and in one convolved with a 20 mas
beam. Detection limits at 5σ are quoted for the missing components. Positions are given (in mas) for the the two lensed images 1 and 4
measured from the NICMOS image relative to the lensing galaxy centre.
Cmpt. Flux density Flux density Flux density Flux density Offset from galaxy centre
1.6µm MERLIN 1.7-GHz VLBA 1.7-GHz VLBA 1.7-GHz NICMOS
(×10−20Wm−2nm−1) mJy/b (100 mas) mJy/b (20 mas) mJy/b (6 mas) (RA,Dec,error)
1a < 0.02 0.9 < 0.22 < 0.19 -
1 0.177 ± 0.01 3.6 3.5 3.7 406,538±10
2 < 0.02 23.0 19.3 35.9 -
3 < 0.02 2.5 < 0.22 < 0.19 -
4 0.180 ± 0.01 9.4 13.7 14.2 −417,−282 ± 10
5 < 0.02 16.2 18.3 18.7 -
6 < 0.02 2.2 < 0.22 < 0.19 -
7 < 0.02 20.3 18.2 20.4 -
8 < 0.02 3.6 1.7 3.6 -
Gal 5.400 ± 0.30 - - - 0,0
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